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Abstract: The purpose of the study was to analysis of the technique of set shot while attempting free throws with the 

performance, in relation with time to perform the course and displacement of center of gravity. Sixty National level male 

basketball players of three different height groups i.e. Group I: 5’5’’ to 5’8’’,Group II: 5’9” to 6’ and Group III: 6’ 1” to 

6’4”,(20 in each group) were selected as subjects for the study. The data was obtained from two given positions (i) Moment 

of stance in set shot and (ii) Moment of release of ball in set shot. Total ten attempts were given and the successful shots 

marked as score out of ten as criterion measure of performance. Four Digital Video cameras Sony 2100 series were used in 

order to register the technique of set shot while attempting set shot. The films were analyzed by using standard motion 

analyzer. With regard to purpose of the study techniques of product moment correlation and analysis of variance were 

applied. In order to check the significance, level of significance was set at 0.05. It was found that there is significant 

relationship between the time to perform the course and the performance in set shot of different height group players in 

basketball and there is no significant relationship found between the displacement of center of gravity and the performance 

of set shot of different height group players in basketball and therefore, the selected variable puts no impact on the 

performance of set shot. It was also concluded that Time to perform the course had lowest impact (7%) in the performance. 

Further it was concluded that displacement of center of gravity was significantly different in first group (5’5’’ to 5’8’’) from 

the other two groups. 
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1. Introduction 

This study has been taken to analysis of the technique of 

set shot while attempting free throws with the performance, 

in relation with time to perform the course and displacement 

of center of gravity.  Of all the animals, man has been the 

most successful in the constant struggle with the 

environment. Even though he cannot run as fast as 

quadriceps, swim as like dolphin, climb as like as apes or fly 

as birds do. He has been the only creature, able to defy the 

force of gravity and move into outer space. Now a day, sport 

has become an essential part of the life. Millions of fans 

follow different sports events all over the world with 

enthusiasm and devotion. People participates in sports and 

games for many reasons, some play for fun, pleasure, 

happiness, health and fitness while some play as 

professionalists. Human beings normally run, jump, throw, 

catch, kick, strike and perform a multitude of basic skills. 

They learn these first as general skills and latter in modified 

specified sports skills. Then they combine the skill into 

patterns of increasingly greater specificity and complexity. 

[1,3,4] 

Ikai M. and Matsumoto Y. (2014) made  scientific 

investigations on the principles underlying the various 

techniques used in Judo, first analyzed the techniques, and 

made observations on their kinematics, and further wished to 

synthesize by adding psychological and physiological 

investigations. It was found that in the Hiza- guruma 

velocity was the lowest with 1.95 m/s. Sciences of applied 

mechanism are fulfilling these demands of high 

technological knowledge for the enhancement of 

performance in the field of sports. Physical education 

reaching new heights and providing equal to expectations of 

the demand of this profession but still lot more is to be done. 

[2,5-9,15,16] 

Kinematics is the geometry of motion, which includes 

displacement, velocity and acceleration without regard for 
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the forces acting on the body. Kinematics is the branch of 

biomechanics that is concerned with describing the motion 

of bodies. Thus kinematics deals with such things as how far 

a body moves, how fast it moves and how consistently it 

moves. It is not concerned at all with what causes a body to 

move in a way it does. Kinematics is essentially the 

descriptive geometry of motion with respect to time, 

ignoring the causes of motion and the concepts of mass, 

force, momentum and energy. However, the kinematics of a 

rigid body of finite mass may be analyzed if its mass is to be 

considered at one point. Kinematic analyses are important in 

understanding the mechanisms of athlete’s injuries. 

[7,16,19] 

The two most common shots that use the above described 

set up are the set shot and the jump shot. The set shot is taken 

from a standing position, with neither foot leaving the floor, 

typically used for free throws. The jump shot is taken while 

in mid-air, when the ball is released near the top of the jump. 

This provides much greater power and range, and it also 

allows the player to elevate over the defender. Failure to 

release the ball before the feet return to the ground is 

considered a traveling violation.[17] Another common shot 

is called the layup. This shot requires the player to be in 

motion toward the basket, and to ‘lay’ the ball ‘up’ and into 

the basket, typically off the backboard (the backboard-free, 

underhand version is called a finger roll). The most 

crowd-pleasing, and typically highest-percentage accuracy 

shot is the slam dunk, in which the player jumps very high, 

and throws the ball downward, straight through the hoop. 

Another shot that is becoming common is the "circus shot". 

The circus shot is a low-percentage shot that is flipped, 

heaved, scooped, or flung toward the hoop while the shooter 

is off-balance, airborne, falling down, and/or facing away 

from the basket. 

2. Objectives of the Study 

1. To find out the relational effect of Time to perform 

the course and Displacement of center of gravity 

with the performance in set shot. 

2. To study the significance of difference in Time to 

perform the course and Displacement of center of 

gravity among three different height groups while 

performing set shot. 

3. The study will be designed to prepare an ideal 

model for the skill of set shot in basketball in 

relation with Time to perform the course and 

Displacement of center of gravity of the shooter. 

3. Methodology 

Selection of subjects and collection of data: 

Sixty National level male basketball players of three 

different height groups i.e. 

Group I: 5’5’’ to 5’8’’ 

Group II: 5’9” to 6’ 

Group III: 6’ 1” to 6’4” 

(20 in each group) were selected as subjects for the study. It 

was ascertained that subjects possess reasonable level of 

technique. Most of the selected subjects were senior national 

players and had performed in the National basketball 

championships. 

The age of the subjects ranged between 18 to 30 years. 

The data was obtained with the help of two given positions 

of any successful attempt: 

(a) Moment of stance in set shot. 

(b) Moment of release of ball in set shot. 

Criterion Measure: 

The criterion measure for this study was the performance 

of the subjects in set shot in basketball. Total of ten attempts 

were given to each subject and the successful shots marked 

as score out of ten. The performance of each trial was judged 

accurately and total score was recorded.  

Analysis of film and collection of data: 

Video graphic technique was used in this study. The 

Videos were recorded and analyzed by using standard 

motion analyzer software (Motion Pro-Advanced Coach 

Edition). Only two selected moments were analyzed. Quick 

snap shots under motion pro software for analysis of 

variable.  

Measuring time to perform the course: 

To check the time taken by the performer to perform the 

set shot, Software set-timer option was used. Time gets 

started from the moment of stance and stops at the moment 

of release of ball by the performer (Fig: 01) 
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Figure 01. Display of elapsed time from mark in through motion pro 

software. (Four snap shots) 

Location of C.G.: 

On the basis of Quick snap shot obtained by the software, 

researcher developed stick figures, with the help of which 

the location of center of gravity during the moment stance 

and moment of release of ball in set shot was found. 

Statistical analysis of data: 

With regard to purpose of the study product moment 

correlation was calculated between selected kinematical 

variables with the performance of subjects in set shot in 

basketball. Analysis of variance (One way ANOVA) was 

used to study the significance of difference in selected 

kinematic variables among three different height groups 

with mean comparisons of different groups through post hoc 

test while performing set shot. In order to check the 

significance, level of significance was set at 0.05. 

4. Result 

Product moment correlation was used to find out the 

relationship of the selected Kinematical variables with the 

performance of Basketball players in set shot. 

Table 01. Showing coefficient of correlation of time to perform the course 

and displacement of center of gravity with the Performance in set shot 

(N=60) 

Sl.No. Variables Coefficient of Correlation 

1 Time to perform the course -.261* 

2 
Displacement of center of 

gravity 
0.090 

Note:  * - Significant at 0.05 level 

As shown in table 01 the obtained value of coefficient of 

correlation of the time to perform the course for 58 degree of 

freedom (-.261) is more than the required value (.250) for 

0.05 level of significance, therefore the variable has shown 

significantly low relationship with the performance in set 

shot in basketball. However, the selected variable has shown 

negative correlation with the performance in set shot. This 

can be stated that there is significant relationship between 

the time to perform the course and the performance in set 

shot of different height group players in basketball. Whereas 

the obtained value of coefficient of correlation of the 

variable displacement of center of gravity for 58 degree of 

freedom (0.090) is less than the required value (.250) for 

0.05 level of significance, therefore the selected variable has 

shown no significant relationship with the performance in 

set shot in basketball.  

Table 02. Showing Regression analysis of time to perform the course (TPC) as independent variable and performance as dependent variable 

Model R R square Adjusted R square Standardized Coefficients Beta Sig. 

TPC .261 .068 .052 -.261 .044 

 

Constant: Time to perform the course. 

Dependent Variable: Performance. 

Table 02 depicts R at .261 and R square at .068. Indicating 

that 7% variation in the performance was being caused by 

time to perform the course. The value of Beta coefficient has 

arrived at -.261 (significant at .05 level), so it signifies that 

time to perform the course affects performance. 

Table 03. Showing F value of time to perform the course and displacement of center of gravity of three different height groups while performing set shot in 

basketball. 

 Sources of Variance SS Df MS F 

time to perform the 

course (TPC) 

SS Between 3.386 2 1.693 
1.021 

SS with in 94.486 57 1.658 

Displacement of center 

of gravity (DCG) 

SS Between 1120.713 2 560.357 
16.304** 

SS with in 1959.024 57 34.369 
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There was no significant difference in the time to perform 

the course of three different height group players while 

performing set shot. The value of F-ratio for the 

displacement of center of gravity of three different height 

groups while performing set shot was significant at .01 level. 

It indicates that there was significant difference in the 

displacement of center of gravity of three different height 

groups while performing set shot.  

Table 04. Showing multiple comparison of different height groups in 

displacement of center of gravity 

 Group (s) Group (j) MD 

Displacement of 

center of gravity 

I II -6.41250** 

III  -10.50100** 

II I 6.41250** 

III  -4.08850 

III I 10.50100** 

 II 4.08850 

Note: * - Significant at 0.05 level. Height groups: I=5’5’’ to 5’8’’, II=5’9” to 

6’, III=6’1” to 6’4” 

Table 04 indicates that first height group players i.e. 5’5’’ 

to 5’8’’ were significantly different from the other two 

height group players in displacement of center of gravity. 

5. Discussion of the Findings 

Time to perform the course showed no significant 

difference among the three different height groups. It was 

analyzed that 7% of contribution in the performance of set 

shot was caused by time to perform the course but when we 

consider players of different heights, time period among 

different height players may not be different in performing 

the skill of set shot. 

In another previous research study on the relationship of 

kinematic variables with the performance of standing broad 

jump (Ruhal A.S. and Ruhal G.S, 2014) it was found that the 

angle at knee joints and angle at ankle joints were 

significantly related with the performance in broad jump. In 

the same study it was also found that the time taken to 

perform the broad jump was not significantly related with 

the performance in broad jump. It is felt that executor of any 

skill, usually take its time according to the personal style of 

technique. Therefore, the main concentration players put is 

on performance or accuracy of the technique not on time 

consumption (it is preferred on the sports where fraction of 

seconds do not matter much but the accuracy plays 

important role) 

It was also found that the displacements of center of 

gravity of the shooter have no relationship with the 

performance of set shot in basketball. Previous study with 

the purpose to investigate the pattern of motion of the 

striking arm and muscular/joint activities responsible for it 

during the arm swing phase of the volleyball spike (Soo 

Chung, 2013) also showed that the elbow muscles and joint 

contains no significant value in strengthening respective arm 

rotation and performance directly.  Previous research  to 

develop suitable and feasible criteria for the evaluating 

different variations of seoi nege and to find out the 

contributing biomechanical, anthropometric flexibility and 

motor fitness factors for effective execution of different 

variation of seoi nage (S. Dhananjoy, 1992)  also shown 

that (i) left elbow joint, right knee joint and center of gravity 

at the basic stances prefer no correlation with the seoi nege 

perfecton and (ii) the angle at the ankle joint found not to be 

significantly correlated with total time as it was  less 

effective too. 

6. Conclusions 

Based on the analysis and within the limitations of the 

study following conclusions were drawn: 

1. Significant relationship was observed between time 

to perform the course and the performance of set 

shot in basketball. Therefore, selected variable puts 

impact on the performance of set shot. 

2. There is no significant relationship found between 

the displacement of center of gravity and the 

performance of set shot of different height group 

players in basketball and therefore, the selected 

variable puts no impact on the performance of set 

shot. 

3. Time to perform the course had lowest impact (7%) 

in the performance. 

4. Displacement of center of gravity was significantly 

different in first group (5’5’’ to 5’8’’) from the other 

two groups. 

5. Time to perform the course was not significantly 

different among three groups. 
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